SETTING THE SCENE
Selecting lubricating oils for our machines can often seem like a leap into the dark.





Do I trust this supplier and will he / she be there if I have a problem?
Are those high priced products just sales hype or will my engine suffer if I go for
the cheapest?
Should I stick with what the bikes original oil recommendations or should I take
advantage of all the advancements in modern day lubricants?
What do those specifications on the back of the pack really mean?
To help answer these questions and source a dependable trust-worthy
blender / supplier, the VMCC Marketing team appointed VMCC member
Martin Marmoy (who spent 24 years at Castrol, including 5 years in their
Engine Test Labs) to initially compile a simple uncomplicated list of
lubricants to suit most machines in our club.
After months of discussions with various interested parties using the
criteria of quality, experience and speed of response, a very large British
OEM lubricant blender has been appointed to supply us blends they agreed
with.

You will find when you enter our shop web site a clear pathway to help guide you to
where you want to be before selecting the oil for you and your machine. This pathway
starts with 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How we went about selecting a supplier.
An explanation of oil viscosities
What the codes used to measure them mean.
The ordering page.
Safety details for each oil

By going through these methodical steps we have allowed you to choose with complete
confidence the right oils at the right prices for you and your type of machine and its
application. What we can say categorically is the oil you’ve chosen from the VMCC has
been sourced by your club, been blended and managed from plant to your doorstep and
all within the UK using an OEM approved manufacturer with impeccable credentials.
The final decision as to what lube you should put in your particular machine is ultimately
yours. We can only present you with the information to help you make up your mind. The
VMCC cannot accept any responsibility for the selection you decide upon.

